Cash rich, time poor
& looking for more

How to rent homes
to young urban
professionals

setting the scene
22

Young professionals today work harder than any generation
before them. That might be controversial if you’re over a
certain age, but several studies have shown that Millennials are
working significantly longer hours for less remuneration than the
generation before.
Young professionals who rent in urban areas are the epitome of
this new work culture, spending long hours at the office, often
juggling their job with a side-hustle to make ends meet, while
trying to squeeze in social/family life around ever-increasing
tasks and expectations. Thanks to always-on digital connectivity,
the world and our working environments are moving faster
than ever before, and multi-tasking is second nature to young
professionals.
This hard graft is nothing to shy away from, in fact young
professionals lean into it.
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why is this important?
Before we can create products and
experiences that have intrinsic value to
young professionals, we have to understand
their mindset and the issues they are facing.
Guided by these needs and experiences, we
can deliver added value that goes above and
beyond their expectations.
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Younger urban renters are hyper-connected;
by transport, digital solutions and the
services they consume. Opening a bank
account can now take just a matter of
minutes, without ever even visiting a branch.
Taxis and food are available on demand
24/7/365 via Uber and Deliveroo. Services
like Habito and Trussle can fast-track an
applicant through a Mortgage-in-Principle
application in less than 5 minutes.
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These massive innovations have shifted
consumer expectations dramatically.
For hyper-connected, digitally savvy
Yo-Pro (young professional) renters, these
new digital standards are not just added
value but are basic requirements. The
new generation has high expectations of
all businesses today, rejecting those that
are unsympathetic to their needs or who
cannot handle the pace of change. They
hold businesses to the same lofty moral,
technological and ethical standards as they
hold themselves. Landlords and Property
Managers are no exception. In fact, as one
of the most important and financially heavy
considerations in their lives, expectations
are sky-high.

property matters
The old idiom ‘location, location, location’
has today been superseded by ‘Location,
Service, Location’. Zoopla and Rightmove
have revolutionised the home search
category, romanticising the process, making
it easier to find and fall in love with potential
homes online without ever leaving the
comfort of your sofa. But click that enquiry
button, and you’re instantly transported
back in time to the days of clipboards,
paperwork and filing cabinets.
Young renters today will do anything to make
this process easier. Nowhere is this more
evident than in the rise of build-to-rent
‘brandlords’ like Quintain, Fizzy Living, Uncle
and Way of Life.

60%
OF RENTERS IN LONDON DESCRIBED
THE PROCESS OF RENTING A NEW
HOME AS ‘STRESSFUL’.*

54%

SAID THEY HAD BEEN STUNG FOR
2 DEPOSITS AT THE SAME TIME
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Brandlords offer an easy solution to young
renters with the promise of no-hassle
rentals. Move in tomorrow and all your bills
and (crucially) broadband internet will be
sorted. Some of these services offer fully
furnished apartments for the full plugand-play experience. At the top end of this
market, Quintain even offers an initial rentfree period to make the transition from one
home to another even easier.
This promise of a no-hassle, turnkey solution
is a powerful one, even when that solution
comes at a premium. Brandlord rents are
typically higher than the equivalent nonbranded rental unit, but this payment
represents peace of mind, higher quality
services and fulfilled needs for tenants.

*Residently survey, 2020
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The rise of built to rent
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Big BTR players, by their very nature, have
to go above and beyond to serve the needs
of their renters, and they can afford to. As
a relatively new concept, these operators
often lease new builds that require little to
no maintenance - allowing them to focus on
resident services and the soft side of building
management. Read more on this here.
Both spending and investment around new
BTR players has been explosive, giving them
the freedom to focus on the all-important
rental experience and building their brands.
But how can more established players - with
diverse portfolios requiring investment and
modernisation - find the time to focus on
resident experience? How can they compete
to win the attention of young affluent renters
with Brandlords and their deep pockets?
Read more on this here.
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Understanding renters - from their needs
and desires to their pain points and
frustrations - is crucial to putting in place
an effective plan or service to address
their needs. The rental process makes this
difficult, as it’s still fragmented across a
number of players. Aggregators and search
tools collect data on renters’ needs and
wants, the areas they’re searching in, and
the prices they’re willing to pay. Agents and
referencing agencies collect information on
the occupations and financial circumstances
of renters. Landlords typically receive very
little of this information, while property
managers keep much of the data they
hold in isolation. As a result, getting the full
picture of the residential experience isn’t
easy.

Having to coordinate with agents, landlords,
referencing and deposit holding schemes
is, unsurprisingly, a major pain point for
renters. This disjointed and old fashioned
process encourages long void periods and
adds lengthy delays to securing homes.

38%
OF RENTERS REPORTED
L ANDLORD RESPONSE TIMES
OF AT LE AST 3 DAYS

what’s the solution?
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Residently bridges the gaps between
agents, landlords and property owners,
so it can offer renters a better experience
from start to finish.
With a complete 360 understanding
of renters’ experiences, together with
qualitative data on how those experiences
impacted renters, Residently’s services
are centred around renter happiness.

60%
OF RENTERS HAD TO TAKE THE
DAY OFF WORK TO COMPLE TE
PAPERWORK NEEDED TO SECURE
A HOME*

*Residently survey, 2020
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Delays add stress to renter’s lives, and are generally the result of a lack of digital
architecture. For years under-investment in customer experience hasn’t been an
issue. Under-supply of good quality rental housing has meant renters have put up
with the stresses and frustrations of cumbersome rental processes to secure a
tenancy. However, today consumer expectations are changing fast; are you being
left behind?
Large build to rent players have an advantage in the marketplace now because
their buildings are new. Their portfolios need little further investment, giving
Brandlords the time and space to focus on resident experience rather than
maintenance or modernisation.
While Brandlords are increasing in popularity among affluent young renters, they
are a relatively new concept. Their rise in popularity stems from considerable
financial cost and risk, and provides a model that the entire residential market
could learn from.
Brandlords have proved a hypothesis around resident experience that can now
be implemented across the market, throughout diverse and geographically
spread portfolios much more easily.
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44%

But

OF RENTERS USED ONLINE
SERVICES TO FIND & VIEW HOMES

16%

USED ONLINE SOLUTIONS TO
COMMUNICATE WITH THEIR
PROPERT Y MANAGERS
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27%

USED DIGITAL SERVICES TO
COMPLETE THEIR PAPERWORK

why residently?
Residently elevates the renter
experience, connecting all the stages of
the rental process from finding a home to
references and contracting and managing
the property - to deliver a consistently
best in class experience from start to
finish.
Residently leverages up-to-the-minute
digital technology to facilitate the renter
experience. Using the Residently app,
tenants can complete all of their rental
paperwork and set up their wifi and
utilities, reducing hassle and giving them
time back.
Residently can arrange to move new
tenants into their new home, and once
installed they can use the app to manage
their home, submit requests to their
property manager, find a cleaner, and
access any number of other local services
easily and on their own terms. They can
even renew their tenancy using the app.
This kind of ease and simplicity is now an
expectation; a precedent set by Monzo,
Uber and other cutting-edge customercentric brands.

This digital experience is great for renter
satisfaction (Residently is rated Excellent
on TrustPilot), but also for reducing
void periods. By speeding up the time
between offer and countersignature, and
optimising the application and checking
processes, customers can complete their
applications in their own time without
needing to photocopy, scan or send
physical documents and then wait
days for a reply.
For property managers, landlords or
agents, creating this level of digital
experience themselves would be time
consuming, expensive and complicated.
Residently’s digital experience is
an opportunity to deliver digital
transformation, organisational efficiency
and customer experience excellence
without the prohibitively high cost and
effort outlay. With no upfront or service
fees, achieving best-in-class customer
experience is easier than you might think.
We’d love to schedule some time and
create a tailored implementation plan to
help you achieve your experience and
efficiency goals.

PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH US DIRECTLY AT:

MAX SAVILLE				ED TINSLEY
Max@residently.com			
Ed@residently.com
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